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Why the where matters
A sense of place imperative for teaching 
better Indigenous affairs reporting
Abstract: Much Indigenous affairs journalism in the Western Australian state capital 
of Perth reproduces colonial discourse and perpetuates racist stereotypes of Aboriginal 
people. Against this background the traditional custodians of Perth, the Noongar people, 
have struggled to find a media voice. Meanwhile, observers in several countries have 
critiqued a shift from journalism about specific places toward journalism concerned 
with no place in particular. Spurred by globalisation, this shift has de-emphasised 
the ‘where?’ question in the ‘what, where, who, why, how and when?’ template of 
journalistic investigation. Reporting from a project in which journalism students col-
laborated with Noongar community organisations, we argue that an understanding of 
Indigenous Australians’ profound connection to place can inform journalists about the 
underlying character of places about which they report. We suggest that working with 
Indigenous people can transform the way journalists conceptualise their careers, and 
help secure a sense of place for Indigenous people in the media. Finally, collaborat-
ing with Indigenous people can teach journalists to view their professional practices 
through a sense of place lens, re-emphasising the ‘where?’ question in its application 
to both geographic place and the realm of a journalist’s imagination.
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IN this largely theoretical article we argue that placeless representation can, through exposure to the place-based reality of Indigenous people, be transformed into place-based representation that repositions the ‘where?’ question back at the centre of jour-
nalistic investigation and practice. Reporting from a project that partnered six journal-
ism students with four Indigenous community organisations to produce stories that were 
published online, we explore how independent journalism in the context of collabora-
tion with Indigenous sources can achieve a more authentic articulation of place at three 
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levels: by achieving more inclusive representations of the places on which journalists 
report; at the level of journalists’ evolving practices (or their sense of place in the jour-
nalistic field); and by helping to lever a sense of place for Indigenous people in the 
media.
Initiated at Curtin University, the project became known by participants as Aboriginal 
Community Engagement, or ACE. In this article we position ACE within the context of 
calls to embed Indigenous perspectives into tertiary education. We follow with a critique 
of Indigenous affairs reporting in Perth and a project rationale that recognises the leading 
role of Perth’s Noongar people in the struggle for Aboriginal land rights in Australia’s 
capital cities. We then describe the pedagogical framework for ACE, following this with 
a review of literature on the potential for Indigenous sense of place to inform reconcilia-
tion between Australia’s Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. Recognising the broader 
context of this work, analyses that apply sense of place theory to the practice of text-based 
journalism are considered. Several of these analyses critique a globalised-era shift from 
journalism about specific places, to journalism concerned with no place in particular—a 
trend that has marginalised the ‘where?’ question in the ‘what, where, who, why, how 
and when?’ template of journalistic investigation.
Beyond this important reinstatement of ‘where?’ as it applies to geographic place (that 
is, the context in which ‘where?’ is normally understood), we illustrate how collaboration 
with Indigenous sources can teach journalists to view their professional practices through 
a sense of place lens. In order to apply the concept of place to professional practice, we 
draw parallels between sense of place theory and two other theoretical constructs: the 
conceptual tool of habitus advanced by French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu; and studies 
that address Indigenous media voice. 
Background
Indigenous perspectives in higher education
In 2009, the National Indigenous Higher Education Network (NIHEN, p. 7) recom-
mended in its report to the United Nations that tertiary institutions should “systemically 
embed Indigenous perspectives in curriculum and acknowledge the scholarly contribu-
tions of Indigenous communities in developing a culturally ethical framework to un-
derpin research and learning”. In Australia, the most comprehensive move toward this 
end was Universities Australia’s (2011) framework ‘for embedding Indigenous cultural 
competencies within and across the institution in sustainable ways which engender rec-
onciliation and social justice by enabling the factors that contribute to social, economic 
and political change’. The framework is premised upon five guiding principles, two of 
which are crucial to ACE:
• All graduates of Australian universities will have the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to interact in a culturally competent way with Indigenous communities; and
• Universities will operate in partnership with their Indigenous communities and 
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will help disseminate culturally competent practices to the wider community. 
(p. 8)
Many Australian universities have responded by embedding Indigenous culture and in-
tercultural competency across curricula and incorporating Indigenous cultural compe-
tency within their graduate attributes. Newsome (1999), however, has highlighted the 
limitations of such initiatives if they are removed from the lived experience of Indig-
enous culture and traditional Indigenous protocols for sharing knowledge. Such abstract 
learning can lack the intercultural relationships required to promote reconciliation and 
deeper understanding of Indigenous ways of seeing and being (Mackinlay & Dunbar-
Hall, 2003). Against this background, service learning has emerged as a valuable tool 
for community engagement and the advancement of the civic mission to create well-
rounded graduates and constructive change (Winter, Wiseman & Muirhead, 2006).
The service learning project described here was initiated by two lecturers in the 
field of text-based journalism, one screen arts lecturer, and a project leader with an arts 
education background. We chose to work in partnership with Perth’s Noongar people for 
five main reasons. First, Noongar people are the traditional custodians of the land now 
occupied by Curtin University. Second, although Noongar people are the only Aboriginal 
people in Western Australia to have seen a metropolis rise on their traditional lands, and 
were the first in the state to face the brunt of colonialism, major elements of their tradi-
tional culture remain. Third, the Noongar community is the largest Aboriginal nation by 
population in Western Australia (Department of Aboriginal Affairs, 2013). Fourth, the 
Noongar nation has continued to struggle to establish a media voice (see, for example, 
Kerr & Cox, 2013). Fifth, we wanted to create relationships with local Noongar people 
so that students might begin to see them as part of their own community. 
Noongar people, media voice and media misrepresentation
In 2011 an estimated 88,270 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people lived in West-
ern Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013), making up 3.8 per cent of the 
Western Australian population. This equated to 13.2 per cent of Australia’s total In-
digenous population and was the third largest Indigenous population of any Austral-
ian state or territory. The Noongar Aboriginal people are the traditional custodians of 
south-western Australia, a 242,000 square kilometre (South West Aboriginal Land and 
Sea Council) corner of the continent that, in terms of area, is roughly the size of New 
Zealand. Noongar country includes metropolitan Perth and extends from north of the 
town of Jurien Bay, 220km north of Perth on Australia’s west coast, to east of Hopetoun 
on Australia’s south coast. The area is home to 14 distinct Noongar groups. Members 
of one of those groups, the Wadjuk Noongar people, are the traditional custodians of 
metropolitan Perth.
Our project was located in metropolitan Perth, which in 2011 was home to 32,836 
people who claimed Indigenous heritage (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013). In 2013 
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the Western Australian Department of Aboriginal Affairs estimated that 34,600, or 39.2 
percent, of the state’s Indigenous people lived in metropolitan Perth and the 20 surround-
ing local government areas. These areas lie mainly in Noongar country (Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs, 2013). 
At the time of writing, several decade-long native title claims over south-western 
Australia, including Perth, had only recently been settled. In a summary accompanying 
his September 2006 interim decision on those claims, Justice Murray Wilcox concluded 
that ‘the contemporary Noongar community acknowledges and observes laws and cus-
toms relating to land which are a recognisable adaptation to their situation of the laws 
and customs existing at the [1829] date of settlement’ (Bennell v Western Australia, 
2006). He noted that:
The Noongar community was enormously affected by white settlement. Aboriginal 
people were forced off their land and dispersed to other areas. Families were broken 
up. The descent system was affected by the fact that many children were fathered 
by white men. Probably in every Noongar family there is at least one white male 
ancestor. Over a long period, mixed-blood children were routinely taken away 
from their parents. Notwithstanding all this, and surprisingly to me, members of 
families seem mostly to have kept in contact with each other, and families with 
other Noongar families. Many, if not most, children learned at least some Noongar 
language. Many, if not most, were taught traditional skills, such as for hunting, 
fishing and food-gathering, and learned traditional Noongar beliefs, including in 
relation to the spirit world.
Justice Wilcox found that the Noongar people held native title over some parts of the 
land and waters within Perth (National Native Title Tribunal, 2006). This interim judg-
ment was the first to recognise native title over an Australian capital city.
In the immediate wake of the judgment, much speculation ensued, nationally, about 
where native title might apply in Australia’s capital cities. Federal Attorney-General at 
the time, Phillip Ruddock, claimed that the ruling would have ‘significant’ implications 
for Australia’s capital cities (cited in Peatling, 2006), where public access to beaches and 
parks might no longer be guaranteed (Guest, 2006). In October 2006, the National Native 
Tribunal moved to allay such fears by publishing a newsletter that stated:
In the context of the metropolitan area, there might be very small pockets of unal-
located crown land and some reserve land where native title rights and interests 
may have survived. However, even over areas where native title is found to have 
survived, where others have rights and responsibilities over the same area (includ-
ing public rights), the law gives their rights priority over native title. Existing 
public access and enjoyment of public places such as beaches, parks, waterways 
and foreshores is protected by state legislation that confirms that access continues. 
(National Native Title Tribunal, 2006)
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This struggle over land demonstrates that sense of place is complex and contested. 
On appeal by the Western Australian government and other parties, the Full Bench of 
the Federal Court in 2008 held that Justice Wilcox had failed to consider whether there 
had been continuous acknowledgment and observance of traditional laws and customs 
by the claimants from 1829 until recent times. The Full Bench also questioned whether 
the claimants had a connection with metropolitan Perth as opposed to the wider claim 
area (Bodney v Bennell, 2008). It left the question of native title in Perth open for further 
consideration.
In 2009, State Cabinet decided the Western Australian government would abandon 
its legal challenge and instead negotiate direct with the Noongar people (Thomson, 2009) 
and, in 2013, the State government presented the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea 
Council (the native title representative body for the Noongar people) with a ‘final offer’ 
to surrender the claims (Barnett & Mischin, 2013) in exchange for what the state Premier 
Colin Barnett asserted was ‘$1.3 billion in land and other assets and benefits’ (Barnett, 
2015). Following ‘exhaustive negotiations’ (Barnett, 2014), in March 2015, a vote of 
the Noongar community arranged by the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council 
agreed to accept the government’s offer. The offer included a promised Act of Parliament 
recognising Noongar people as traditional owners of the state’s Southwest.
This background, which outlines something of the scope and depth of the Noongar 
connection to place, also connects to voice—who is heard in the media and how they are 
heard and represented. The extent to which the Noongar voice is, or is not, adequately 
represented by Perth’s big media organisations was demonstrated quite recently by the 
coverage of the Noongar ‘tent embassy’ established in 2012 at Matagarup (Heirisson 
Island), which is located not far from Kooraree (the grounds of Government House near 
the Perth CBD) (Aboriginal place names from Hughes-Hallett, 2010). Kerr and Cox’s 
analysis of reports by big media corporations during the embassy’s six-week presence 
at Matagarup concluded that, with few exceptions, the embassy was depicted as an ille-
gal, menacing ‘Aboriginal protest camp’ (2013, p. 5). This representation, and selective 
reporting practices, were considered to have legitimised repeated police raids on Noon-
gar people who had gathered for discussions on native title at a state-listed Aboriginal 
heritage site (2013, p.5).
Although Perth is the fourth largest city in Australia, the reporting of the Noongar 
Tent Embassy is but one indicator of a poor standard of Indigenous affairs journalism 
more akin to the city’s onetime position as a remote colonial outpost. For other examples, 
see the Western Australian underlying issues volume (section 18) of the final report of 
the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIACIC, 1991); and Dono-
van, Wilkes, Fielder and Jalleh’s 2013 study of The West Australian newspaper’s refusal 
to accord due prominence to the publication of an Australian Press Council finding of 
misleading material in a front-page story about an Aboriginal man.
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These examples and analyses illustrate and explain the often poor relationship be-
tween big media corporations and Aboriginal people in Western Australia. Further insight 
emerged from a 2013 panel discussion following a lecture given by former Media Watch 
host Jonathan Holmes at Curtin University. During the discussion, The West Australian’s 
editor-in-chief, Bob Cronin, told an audience of 400 people that in his experience positive 
journalism stories about Aboriginal people, especially on the front page and with an ac-
companying photograph, were usually followed by a slump in newspaper sales (Cronin, 
2013). An indication of the prominence The West Australian now places on Indigenous 
affairs reporting is that, for the past several years, the newspaper has had no specialist 
Indigenous affairs reporter.
Such structural impediments to good Indigenous affairs reporting are nothing new 
in Western Australia, and we do not wish to suggest there are no good Indigenous affairs 
reporters in the state. In 1992, for example, a former Western Australian correspondent 
for Australian Associated Press observed that despite harassment by authorities, some 
Western Australian journalists continued to write stories about Aboriginal deaths in 
custody because of a belief the public should know how Aboriginal people were being 
treated by the law, police, courts and government (Plater, 1993, p. 203). Such journalists 
still practise in Western Australia. 
One of the aims of our work through the ACE project was to increase the stock of 
such Indigenous affairs reporters in Western Australia. The project was informed by 
previous work integrated learning projects, including: the Curtin University Noongar 
Dandjoo television series (documented in Johnston & Bishop, 2013); a collaboration 
between academics, journalism students and Indigenous media participants in Queens-
land (documented in Stewart, et al, 2010); and the placement of Edith Cowan Univer-
sity journalism students with Aboriginal communities in two Western Australian towns 
(documented in Cullen, 2010). 
Much work has been done elsewhere in the Pacific to encourage engagement between 
journalism students and Indigenous and local communities, with social justice objectives 
in mind. The award-winning work of students from the University of the South Pacific in 
reporting the Fiji coup in 2000 (documented in Cass, 2002, and Robie, 2001, 2010), and 
efforts at Divine World University in Papua New Guinea in the early 2000s to reorient 
the journalism programme there toward ‘social justice and the need to provide a voice 
for the voiceless, while holding the powerful to account’ (Rooney, 2003, p. 76), are two 
notable examples.
The ACE Approach 
ACE was part of a broader Australian National Office for Learning and Teaching-funded 
project to establish service learning projects with Indigenous communities at three 
Australian universities (Bartleet, Bennett, Power & Sunderland, 2014). The project was 
intensive, involving 13 students who were undertaking online journalism, journalism 
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feature writing, and screen studies units. Most students were in their second or third 
year of undergraduate study, one was undertaking her honours year and another was 
in the first semester of a Graduate Diploma in Journalism. As this article’s focus is on 
journalism education it reports on the work of the six text-based journalism students. 
The students, all of whom were young women, worked to source, research, write, pho-
tograph and produce stories in the context of a relationship with Noongar sources, but 
as independent journalists.
Theoretical framework
We adopted a post-colonial approach to explore ‘alternative possibilities to the forces of 
colonisation’ via ‘hybrid historical productions’ (Somerville & Perkins, 2003, p. 255), by:
• recognising and reconceptualising categories which maintain borders, for ex-
ample, Indigenous/non-Indigenous (Giroux, 1992);
• acknowledging hybrid subject-positions, for example, ‘temporal and contex-
tual coalitions’ (Haig-Brown, 2001) or the ‘third space’ (Soja, 2000);
• redrawing boundaries between constructions of experience and power (Giroux, 
1992); and
• questioning who has a right to speak and what is appropriate in particular con-
texts at particular times (Mackinlay, 2008).
One of Bourdieu’s main conceptual tools, habitus, allows for the position of a social 
actor—in this case, a member of an Aboriginal community group, a student or lectur-
er—in a field of practice, such as journalism, to be identified and considered. Habitus, 
as a set of dispositions, represents a practitioner’s internalised history (Wacquant, in 
Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p. 16) and, as a relational concept, is about how prac-
titioners see themselves and other people, and therefore how they practiSe, within a 
field (Mason, 2014, p. 166). It is therefore capable of taking account of and explaining 
categories and where the boundaries are drawn, hybrid subject-positions and context, 
and power relations—features of the post-colonial approach set out above. Importantly, 
when considered in terms of Noongar people’s lack of media voice, habitus provides a 
platform from which to theorise the position and voicelessness of people dominated and 
disadvantaged by existing power relations (Mason, 2014, p. 165).
To enable the intercultural interactions envisaged by the post-colonial approach 
outlined above, we employed service learning to enrich student learning while strength-
ening communities (Furco, 1996), and to provide transformative social and personal 
experiences (Robinson & Meyer, 2012). ACE focused on authentic relationships, social 
change and power redistribution, and encouraging students to critically question broad 
academic and journalistic discourses.
ACE combined service learning with ‘participatory action research’, which creates 
positive change through action and change that results in action. Action researchers often 
refer to themselves as facilitators who work with community organisations, members of 
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which participate not as subjects but as co-researchers ‘in the production of knowledge 
through rigorous, well-planned, structured and self-aware methods’ (Tacchi, Slater & 
Hearn, 2003, p. 13). Better described as a philosophy than a methodology, action re-
search is a democratic and inclusive way of working that recognises the life experience 
and knowledge of community participants. For a full description of the action research 
approach employed in ACE, see Johnston, et al (2015).
Structure 
A call for expressions of interest nominated pre-requisites that ensured the students had 
sufficient skills to complete story-based projects (interviewing, writing and production 
skills, for example). Journalism students enrolled in one of two journalism units, under-
taking a blend of subject-specific and service learning tasks. For the usual story produc-
tion components of the journalism units, students were required to produce Indigenous 
affairs stories emerging from their collaboration with Noongar people. Action research 
allowed a primary focus on the process of creating stories rather than on the product 
each student was required to submit for assessment. There was an emphasis on taking 
time to listen and talk to, and establish relationships with, community partners.
Before their involvement in ACE, only two of the six students had engaged with 
Indigenous people or culture to any great degree. During the first month of semester, four 
three-hour workshops introduced the students to action research and Noongar culture 
and history. An action research expert and three Noongar people with backgrounds in 
the creative industries played leadership roles in each of those workshops. The project 
team involved all participants in regular readings and guided reflections.
Along with the students, we attended a day-long field trip led by then director of Curtin 
University’s Centre for Aboriginal Studies, and Noongar Elder, Associate Professor Simon 
Forrest. The field trip retraced the 1834 journey of Western Australia’s first governor, 
James Stirling, and about 25 police officers, soldiers and settlers who, on a punitive raid 
from central Perth to Pinjarra, 86 kilometres to the south, killed an estimated 14 to 30 
men, women and children of the Bindjareb group of the Noongar nation (Stasiuk, 2015). 
The massacre was a watershed moment in the shared history of Noongar people and 
people of European descent (Forrest, 2014). Participants in the field trip paid respect to 
lives lost and heard Simon Forrest call for a shared understanding of Australian history. 
By imparting aspects of the largely hidden Noongar history of well-known sites along 
modern-day Stirling Highway, and beyond to Pinjarra, the field trip introduced students 
to the theory of contested sense of place as advanced in Wadjuk Noongar country by 
scholars including Cox (2012).
We used existing networks to ask local Indigenous organisations whether there was 
anything to which the students might feasibly contribute. This led to several project ideas 
that were matched with the timeline of ACE and the capabilities of students and lectu- 
rers. Student projects were initiated with four community organisations—the Langford 
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Aboriginal Association (which runs programmes related to culture, health and well- 
being), Indigenous Community Engagement and Awareness (a youth-run reconciliation 
and community awareness foundation), Kart Koort Wiern (an Aboriginal reconciliation 
and cultural awareness training consultancy), and the Wirrpanda Foundation (which aims 
to empower and build capacity among Indigenous people).
In collaboration with each group and their participants, students produced in-depth 
stories that formed the backbone of a new Aboriginal affairs reporting round on Curtin 
University’s InkWire journalism website (inkwirenews.com.au/category/aboriginal-
affairs/). The journalism teaching technique of simulating a deadline-driven newsroom, 
in which students are required to extract stories from sources in a compressed timeframe, 
was deliberately inverted so that students could concentrate on stories that their Indig-
enous sources were willing to share. Each student visited their community group many 
times for several hours at a time, and the focus was on building genuine relationships 
before story sourcing commenced. 
At the end of semester, students displayed their stories at a public showcase. The 
showcase gave a voice to Aboriginal community participants and to students, who publicly 
reflected upon ACE and its impact. It also provided an opportunity for partners, students, 
senior university leaders, academics and members of the public to engage in the learning 
that emerged from the project and to celebrate the results of the students’ hard work.
Data collection and analysis
Once ethical approval had been secured, data collection involved semi-structured inter-
views, student assessment and reflection, documentation of researcher reflections, short 
pre- and post-surveys, and analysis of student and community partner reflections at the 
public showcase. Analysis incorporated inductive independent coding (Janesick, 2000) 
by two members of the research team, after which coding was compared to create a final 
codebook. The voices included in this paper are derived from interviews, and public 
statements made by participants at the showcase.
Discussion and findings
This section presents our research and learning in relation to what Indigenous Austral-
ians can teach non-Indigenous Australians about the underlying character of places, and 
how consideration of Indigenous perspectives of place might positively influence Aus-
tralian culture. We provide an overview of literature across three continents that con-
siders the practice of journalism from a sense of place perspective. Parallels are drawn 
between sense of place theory and the Bourdieusian concept of habitus to demonstrate 
how an understanding of Indigenous sense of place can inform and transform the pro-
fessional practices of journalists, by imparting a better understanding of their place and 
the place of others in the journalistic field. Drawing on student feedback, we conclude 
by considering the practical implications of this for journalism education and practice.
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Indigenous sense of place and journalism
Guffey (2008, p. 2) ties together the practice of service learning, the journalistic main-
stay of storytelling, and the concept of place by describing the building of:
a ‘strong link’ from indigenous ways, the earth and nature into the larger society. … 
I ask the question: how do people learn to find and know themselves in this world? 
The answer that I have come to is two-fold: first, by encountering and establishing 
spiritual connections with the earth through the senses, the intellect and the emotional 
body. Second, through the inter-relationship of storytelling and service learning. 
Think of storytelling as a needle and service learning as the thread. The story makes 
an impression and creates an opening, then service learning follows. Together they 
draw the fabric of life: people, places and nature together in new experiences.
Far from the dominant, Westernised construction of space, for Australian Aboriginal people:
country is sentient, country has agency. Country assumes the social form of persons. 
Indeed, country is inhabited by various other-than-human persons, and it is these 
beings, and their traces (which are consubstantial with the beings), that vest the 
country with such sentience. (Glaskin, 2012, p. 305)
While cautious of generalising across Australia’s 500-plus Indigenous nations, Rapo-
port (1972, 3-3-8) notes that Aboriginal people do not ‘move just in a landscape but in a 
humanised realm saturated with significations’, and put great importance on the naming 
of places. The importance of place names is one aspect of a sense of place that is espe-
cially pertinent in south-western Australia which has the largest proportion of preserved 
Indigenous place names of any region nationally—with more than 50 percent of the 
currently used names being of Noongar origin (Collard, et al., 2011, p. 1). Collard, et al. 
(2011, p. 7) observe that while relationships between colonisers and Indigenous Aus-
tralians have been vexed, the preservation of Noongar place names resulted from cross-
cultural collaboration of the kind that could inform and enrich the future of Australia. 
Plumwood (2005, p. 386) sees a return to Indigenous place names as a form of ‘deep 
republicanism’ that respects ‘the uniqueness and power of place as well as recognising 
its prior naming and occupation by Aboriginal people’.
For Birrell (2006, p. ix), ‘the integration of an Aboriginal worldview in non-Indi- 
genous persons may [already] be leading towards the development of a new sensitivity 
that connects [non-Indigenous people] with place, more informed by Indigenous ways 
of being’. Plumwood agrees: there are ‘many good reasons to conclude that a rich, deep 
connection with land and place is a key part of a healthy human culture’ (2005, p. 371). 
She continues:
There is much to be said for working for cultural convergence, to evolve what 
Aboriginal philosopher Mary Graham … calls ‘the embryonic form of an intact, 
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collective spiritual identity for all Australians, which will inform and support our 
daily lives, our aspirations and creative genius’. (p. 371)
While the geographical places in which the students sourced their stories were often fa-
miliar to both the students and the organisations with which they worked, the meanings 
and connections of each place were vastly different for Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
participants. Reinterpreting their relationship with Perth represented one of the greatest 
challenges for the students. It was also the source of far deeper cultural understandings 
and friendships between students, lecturers and community participants. Feedback from 
one participating student is salient:
I remember the first time I arrived [at the premises of the Indigenous community 
group]. It just looked so empty and I’d never been to the suburb, anywhere near 
there. I was just like: ‘Oh’. As soon as I walked in it was fine. As soon as you walk 
in there and all those ladies are just sitting around that table laughing, it’s a warm 
environment. (Student 4)
Oddly, for a profession where practitioners are taught to answer the main ‘where?’ ques-
tion in every story they write, a literature search of the English speaking world confirms 
that in the years since Griffin (1999, p. 17) noted a dearth of ‘commentators who have 
considered the role of place in journalism’, text-based journalism has largely avoided 
the gaze of sense of place researchers, except to a nascent extent in North America, the 
United Kingdom and Australia. 
North American observers have delineated and critiqued a shift from journalism 
about local places toward journalism of a regional, national or international scale, or 
that focuses on no place in particular (for example, Buchanan, 2009; Funk, 2012; Walrus 
Research, 2006). In part, this shift is a natural extension of a trend recognised since at 
least the mid-1980s (Meyrowitz, 1985) in which electronic media were seen to intrude 
into private and local places, and to erode the uniqueness of those places. Buchanan’s 
(2009, p. iii) analysis of two Canadian newspapers attributes the shift to, among other 
factors, rising corporate influence on newspaper priorities and a gradual process that 
appears to favour the national and global over the local. In the United States of America 
also, a transformation from local to national and international ownership of mainstream 
news media has been shown to play a part (Pauly & Eckert, 2002). Funk adds to this dis-
cussion by making the point that: ‘In the online era, it seems newspapers are principally 
concerned with the business of being a newspaper—not of being a community entity or 
a local organisation’ (2012, p. 584). 
Buchanan also notes that the shift from local to more geographically generic jour-
nalism has posed a direct challenge to the prominence of the ‘where?’ question in the 
‘who, what, where, when, why and how?’ template that has long been the foundation 
for journalistic investigation (2009, p. 16). The experienced and multiple-award winning 
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journalist Robert Fisk (2014) has criticised one manifestation of this shift as inaccurate 
and disrespectful, the now common practice of publishing geographically generic news 
photographs to illustrate stories about specific occurrences in specific places. 
A survey of public radio audiences in the USA reveals a perception that metropolitan 
daily newspapers lack quality and quantity of local coverage (Walrus Research, 2006, p. 
6). In another study, Pauly and Eckert note that, although keywords that journalism uses 
to describe itself, such as ‘independent’, ‘public’ and ‘objective’, have been thoroughly 
studied, the term ‘local’ has escaped similar scrutiny in the USA. Yet, they also argue 
that the ‘myth of the local has been equally as rich and potent’ (2002, p. 2).
In the United Kingdom, analysis has focused less on sense of place and more on the 
related concept of localism. In one example, Harcup documents the demise of the alterna-
tive local newspaper—a phenomenon of the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s—in the United 
Kingdom. He concludes that ‘the discernible irony is that the demise of these newspapers 
coincided with the arrival of computers and desktop publishing technology which might 
have made their production cheaper, quicker and less labour-intensive’ (1998, p. 115). 
In Australia, a decade-and-a-half later, and with the enabling power of software 
and personal computers multiplied by mass access to the internet, Richardson (2012, p. 
123) notes that ‘metropolitan media has finally realised that the local stories that are the 
staples of community media are the fuel that drives the digital engines of contemporary 
media’. For Richardson, ‘the cornerstone of this localism is its capacity to deliver and 
engage audiences in a way that offers opportunities to build loyalty and potentially cre-
ate a new kind of revenue model’ (p. 123). He argues that ‘the advent of online news 
has delivered community newspapers a combined paper-online audience that is greater 
than ever’ (p. 124). 
Richardson’s analysis is insightful in delineating a potential pendulum-swing back to 
localism and, through that, implicitly to the fluid nature of interactions between publica-
tions and audiences over time. However, his analysis is problematic because, with the 
exception of a passing observation about locally owned newspapers, it focuses on the 
majority of the nation’s local newspapers that in their ownership structure have nothing 
to do with being local. Richardson rightly notes (2012, p. 127) that most of these news-
papers are owned by News Corp (the largest print news publisher in the English-speaking 
world) or Fairfax Media (Australia’s oldest and second-largest newspaper publisher). 
But virtually ignored is the role of newspapers and news websites that are locally owned 
and which, in their distribution areas, generally exert a greater impact than their Fairfax 
or News Corp competitors on the articulation of localism. Future analysis of the role of 
these truly local newspapers—in Perth’s case the locally-owned Herald Publishing and 
The Post local newspaper groups—would help paint a clearer picture of how well local 
news is travelling in Australia. 
In a recent article that stands out in Australian journalism studies for applying sense of 
place theory to journalistic practice, Hess & Waller (2014, p. 121) argue that employing the 
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term ‘community’ to describe such ‘small commercial news outlets that have geography as 
their primary characteristic’ is problematic because the word ‘community’ overshadows the 
importance of geography. They advance instead the concept of ‘geo-social journalism’ as 
a framework for better ‘understanding how these news outlets and audiences connect via 
the notion of “sense of place”’. While arguing that the importance of geography should not 
be discounted in understanding small newspapers, they acknowledge that a ‘journalist’s 
“place” in the journalistic field is a strong factor in the construction of news’ (p. 126). It is 
this level of place-based articulation—where journalists imagine their own place and the 
place of others in the field of journalism—which we discuss next.
Sense of place, and habitus
By adding an inside perspective, critical reflexivity is seen as a means of enriching ap-
proaches to journalism studies that have examined the profession from the outside (Ma-
son, 2014, p. 158). One way to employ critical reflexivity, or critical self-awareness in 
the practice, is through ‘“self work” where individuals come to a conscious understand-
ing of their dispositions’ (Bourdieu & Wacquant, cited in Mason, 2014, p. 167). Because 
the dispositions of habitus shape practice and position, journalists may also seek and 
gain self-awareness through identifying where the self is located within a particular 
set of power relations and structures—in Bourdieu’s term, within a ‘field’ (Bourdieu, 
2005). As habitus evolves, the practices and experiences that are shaped by and shape 
habitus also evolve. Self-work makes this process of change conscious, therefore giv-
ing the practitioner more awareness and agency, and more conscious control over their 
practice. 
It was predominantly this self work that ACE aimed to engender among students, 
and it was the dispositions of habitus, and concerns about representation, that were pre-
dominantly addressed in student feedback. Most of the students found that through this 
process they engaged more genuinely with interviewees, as opposed to employing story 
extraction techniques to which they had previously become accustomed. Students also 
began to deconstruct their own colonised understandings of self and other, developing a 
‘sense of belonging within their host communities’ (Stachowski & Mahan, 1998, p. 159) 
that would lead to critical self-reflection and to greater understanding and appreciation 
of Perth’s Indigenous people. This is illustrated in the students’ comments:
When writing stories usually you probably just phone people up and there is a certain 
element of harassment (laughs), but with [ACE] we did build relationships … Yeah, 
I [recommend] just doing the research but not research using Google kind of thing, 
doing research by really speaking to different people. (Student 1)
Beyond considerations of sourcing technique, ACE prompted the students to consider 
their philosophy of—and future in—journalism, for example:
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I don’t really like to harass people and bombard them … [I] definitely would 
recommend this approach of giving people your time, rather than just instead of 
just wanting [their answers] and [delivering] what you’d want … I guess for me 
personally that kind of the stereotype of what a journalist is really isn’t for me … 
I think, to be honest, before I started [ACE] I was kind of set that I didn’t really 
want to go into journalism when I finished my degree, so I think it has changed a 
little bit. (Student 1)
As the concept of habitus enabled students to become more aware of their practice and 
how it could evolve, habitus has also assisted us to conceptualise the experiences and 
interpret the data arising from this study. 
Bourdieu (1989, p.19) draws connections between habitus and the notion of place, 
stating that habitus ‘implies a “sense of one’s place” but also a “sense of the place of 
others”’. Expanding upon the link between habitus and place in a book of collected 
works, Habitus: A Sense of Place, to which Bourdieu contributed a chapter, Hillier and 
Rooksby (2005, p. 21) conceptualise habitus as ‘an embodied, as well as a cognitive, 
sense of place’. They assert that Hirst, another contributor to the book, ‘demonstrates the 
importance of [the concept of] exclusion to [the workings of] habitus, and in particular 
to a sense of the other’s place’ (p. 21). 
When applied to the field of journalism, this link between habitus and sense of place 
reconceptualises the waning ‘where?’ question of journalistic investigation as the main 
question (that is, ‘Where do I/they fit?’) that needs to be answered when journalists con-
sider their place and the place of others in their field. Student feedback provided evidence 
that the Bourdieusian imperative of considering the place of others had been enacted, in 
relation, but not limited, to, Indigenous people:
I think there’s a real lack of cultural awareness in a lot of areas … There’s just some 
terrible stereotypes, I think … The media play a huge part in the way Aboriginal 
people are represented. (Student 1)
[ACE] definitely made me more culturally aware, not even just with Indigenous 
people, just with everyone. (Student 2)
All journalist students should have to do [ACE] … There just needs to be some 
sort of cultural understanding. Because it’s not just about Aboriginal Australians. It 
makes you rethink your attitudes towards every other race that you have prejudice 
against. (Student 4)
 In helping journalists reimagine the sense of their place and the place of others, the 
extension of ‘where?’ from geographic space (that is, the context in which it is normally 
understood) to imagined place repositions the question of ‘where’ back to the core of the 
journalistic profession. In relation to media voice, ‘where?’ can also be conceived as a 
question that Indigenous people might ask when considering how they engage with the 
media (that is, ‘Where do I fit?’). Observations made by community partners at the end-
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of-semester showcase helped illustrate this point. One community partner commented 
on the stance his group had taken on racist reporting in a recent publication. In relation 
to a story produced by an ACE student about the racist coverage, the community partner 
explained: “It was great to have some, you know, real competent journalist students to 
follow through and do some really good quality articles about that”.
An Indigenous participant from another community partner organisation spoke about 
a video produced by ACE screen arts students. Her comments reflected the feedback 
from all partner organisations:
Well, I got really sick half way through and ended up in a hospital. So, I actually 
didn’t lose any weight [as part of a healthy eating program about which the student 
video was produced]. But I actually did give up smoking [applause]. And, so the 
students actually then turned that into a community message which I thought was 
just absolutely amazing that, instead of focusing on one thing, they used their own 
initiative to say: ‘Well, what can we do to make this a bigger thing?’, and that re-
ally impressed me from a bunch of young people that they could actually do that 
… Hopefully we can see more community messages that’s gonna help our mob, 
because I think that’s really important too that basically you’ve got the resources 
and we’ve got the knowledge and let’s get together and actually make something 
bigger, ’cause I think this is the beginning of a new story.’
Each of the 10 feature stories produced by journalism students, for a new Aboriginal 
affairs round that was set up on the InkWire website, was an integral part of ACE. 
This helped our community partners establish a greater media voice. The new reporting 
round also helped articulate a more inclusive sense of Perth as a place. Since the founda-
tion of ACE in 2013, the new reporting round has provided a locus for more Indigenous 
affairs stories from students in other journalism units who have been encouraged and 
guided by the existing exemplar stories. With the second and third iterations of ACE 
having concluded in the first teaching semesters of 2014 and 2015, multiple stories were 
added to the InkWire Aboriginal affairs round. A stand-alone ‘Aboriginal Community 
Engagement’ page (inkwirenews.com.au/ace-2015/) was produced in 2015 to showcase 
the work of that year’s students, and to facilitate entry of the stories as a cohesive pub-
lication in the ‘Best Publication’ category of the national student journalism awards run 
by the Journalism Education and Research Association of Australia.
Closing comments
Reporting from a project in which journalism students collaborated with Noongar 
community organisations, we have argued in this paper that an understanding of Indig-
enous Australians’ profound connection to place can inform journalists about the under-
lying character of places about which they report. It is hoped that exposing students to 
a deeper, richer mode of reporting will:
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• increase the likelihood of more specific stories and better Indigenous affairs 
stories;
• inform the journalistic practices of students, whether or not they choose to fol-
low an Indigenous affairs reporting path; and
• serve as a prototype for forms of work integrated learning that position people 
and place back at the centre of journalism. 
We have suggested that genuine engagement with the ancient, place-based culture of 
Australia’s Indigenous people can do much to revive the ‘where?’ question of journalis-
tic investigation. We have illustrated this revival in practice, drawing examples from the 
ACE project that led students to produce journalistic stories that contributed to a more 
inclusive articulation of Perth as a place.
Our experience is such that once students’ consideration extends to the level of habi-
tus—dispositions and position—their engagement with Indigenous people adds further 
significance and relevance to the question of ‘where?’ In our case this was achieved 
through the profound transformation of students’ sense of their own place and the place 
of others in the field of journalism. Further, at this level of reflection, ‘where?’ was shown 
to be equally significant for participating Indigenous people, who achieved a greater 
sense of how they might negotiate a place in the media. Through this process we have 
found that Indigenous people can see the potential to find a voice through which they 
might achieve fairer media representation and be able to participate on an equitable basis.
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